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Hybrid time-resolved spectroscopic system for evaluating laser material
using a table-top-sized, low-jitter, 3-MeV picosecond electron-beam
source with a photocathode
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Hybrid time-resolved spectroscopy of laser media comparing electron-beam excitation and optically
excited cases is performed using a newly developed, table-top-sized, low-jitter, 3-MeV picosecond
electron-beam source with a photocathode. The properties of an electron-beam-pumped
Ce31:LiCaAlF6 ~Ce:LiCAF! ultraviolet laser medium significant differ from those of an optically
pumped medium. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1476384#
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The history of ultrafast spectroscopy has almost do
nantly been driven by the rapid progress of ultrafast las
devices. Time-resolved radiolysis is a potentially power
tool for optical material research and development, includ
gallium nitride1 and zinc oxide2 for a blue light-emitting di-
ode and potential laser media that may be directly pum
by an electron-beam~e-beam!. Some time-resolved radioly
sis systems have already been developed with lin
accelerators.3–5 However, most of these systems are not lab
ratory sized, and they deliver electron beams with elect
energy too high for solid-state spectroscopy. Such res
tions have significantly slowed the progress of ultrafast ra
olysis and the expansion of these variations. In this letter,
describe a truly table-top-sized, hybrid fluorescence spect
copy system with a low-jitter, picosecond, 3-MeV e-bea
from photocathode and picosecond optical pulses. This
tem has shown that the fluorescence spectra and relax
time constant properties of an e-beam pumped Ce:LiCaA6

~Ce:LiCAF! ultraviolet laser medium to significantly diffe
from those of an optically pumped medium.

The experimental setup is illustrated in Fig. 1, where
total size of the system is approximately 2 m33 m31.5 m.
This is much smaller than the previous linear accelera
with a photocathode for high-energy particle physics.3 De-
tails of the developed accelerator for material spectrosc
are described next. The photocathode rf gun was irradia
with 0.25-mJ, 262-nm, 5-ps, 10-Hz optical pulses from
Nd:YLiF4 ~Nd:YLF! regenerative amplifier seeded by
jitter-suppressed 79.33-MHz, mode-locked Nd:YLF oscil
tor synchronously operated with a 2.856-GHz, 6-MW k
stron to accelerate the extracted 1-nC photoelectron be
For the stable operation of the klystron, the acceleration
ergy was fixed to 3 MeV. The e-beam emittance was co
pensated by a solenoid magnet. The e-beam was irrad
onto the sample after being passed through titanium foi
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portion of the pumping optical pulse irradiated the sa
sample to compare the excitation scheme. The pulse dura
of e-beam was evaluated by the Cherenkov radiation
measured by the streak camera to be 15 ps@full width at half
maximum~FWHM!#, as shown in Fig. 2. The optical pulse
262 nm for exciting the photocathode and sample was m
sured to be 5 ps~FWHM! using the same streak camera in
single-shot mode. The temporal resolution of the total sys
including timing jitter is less than 30 ps~FWHM! even in the
accumulation mode of the streak camera for over 5 min.

A well-developed tunable ultraviolet laser medium
Ce:LiCAF,6,7 was used as a sample to examine the possib
of direct e-beam pumping.8 Evaluating direct e-beam pump
ing of Ce:LiCAF is very important for fully utilizing recently
grown large gain crystals~over 7 cm in diameter! for future
chirped-pulse amplification laser system operating in d

,

FIG. 1. Experimental setup. The photocathode rf gun was irradiated
262-nm optical pulses from a Nd:YLF regenerative system synchrono
operated with a 2.856-GHz, 6-MW klystron to accelerate the extracted 1
photoelectron beam. The e-beam was irradiated onto the sample after
passed through titanium foil. A portion of the pumping optical pulse irra
ated the same sample to compare the excitation scheme. A streak ca
was equipped with a 30-cm spectrograph to measure the fluorescence
trum and fluorescence lifetime.
0 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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ultraviolet at multiterawatt level.9 This is particularly impor-
tant since the current bottleneck of such a laser system is
availability of 266-nm optical pulse energy for pumping10

Supporting this possibility of pumping, the excitation cha
nel of Ce ion through the band gap absorption around
nm was found from photoexcitation spectrum measurem
using synchrotron orbital radiation apparatus.10 To evaluate
the e-beam pumped properties of this material, a streak c
era with a 30-cm spectrograph was installed to measure
fluorescence spectrum and fluorescence lifetime. The w
system is approximately the same size as a commerc
available table-top terawatt laser system. The time-reso
fluorescence spectrum with e-beam pumping is shown in
3. Unlike the optically pumped case, broadband, sh
duration Cherenkov radiation clearly overlaps the initial p
tion of the fluorescence from cerium ions. This is sufficien
short for the characterization of the various laser med
Compared with the optically pumped case in the same s
with a 262-nm picosecond optical pulse split from the ph
tocathode excitation laser, the longer wavelength side of
spectrum is significantly enhanced, as shown in Fig. 4. C
responding to this change, the fluorescence lifetime of
medium became slightly longer~44.2 ns! compared to the
optically pumped case of 33.7 ns, as shown in Fig. 5. T
longer lifetime could be attributed to the relaxation proce

FIG. 2. Time profiles of Cherenkov radiation induced by the electron pu
beam and the 262 nm laser pulse for excitation of photocathode or sam
measured by a spectrograph and a streak camera.

FIG. 3. ~Color! Streak camera images of the fluorescence from Ce:LiC
excited~a! by 262-nm pulse and~b! by electron pulse. In the case of electro
pulse excitation, a broadband, short-duration Cherenkov radiation is cle
seen.
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of excited electrons from the host crystal to the active
ions. For a full explanation of the relaxation process, m
detailed time-resolved spectroscopic experiments includ
temperature dependence and excitation e-beam energy
pendence will be required additional to the time-resolv
gain spectrum measurement. However, such hybrid tim
resolved spectroscopy will significantly enhance elect
optical material developments.

In conclusion, a table-top-sized hybrid fluorescen
spectroscopy system with a low-jitter, picosecond, 3-M
e-beam from a photocathode and picosecond optical pu
was demonstrated. This system has shown that the prope
of an e-beam pumped Ce:LiCAF: ultraviolet laser mediu
significantly differ from those of an optically pumped m
dium. The experimental results suggest that additional po
tial advantages of e-beam pumping of Ce:LiCAF for an
trashort pulse amplifier can be derived from its modifi
fluorescence spectral shape and longer lifetime.11

This work was performed under the management o
technological research association, the Femtosecond T
nology Research Association~FESTA!, supported by New
Energy and Industrial Technology Development Organi
tion ~NEDO!. The authors would like to express their gra
tude to Dr. A. Endoh of Sumitomo Heavy Industries, a
Professors M. Kamada and K. Mitsuke of the Institute
Molecular Science for their helpful discussions.
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FIG. 4. E-beam and optically pumped fluorescence spectra. Compared
the optically pumped case in the same setup with a 262-nm optical p
split from the photocathode excitation laser, the longer wavelength sid
the spectrum is significantly enhanced.

FIG. 5. Fluorescence decay curves of Ce:LiCAF excited by e-beam an
262 nm pulse measured around 290 nm. The solid lines indicate the co
lution curves with fixed lifetimes, 44.2 ns for e-beam and 33.7 ns for 2
nm. The lifetime from e-beam excitation was slightly longer than that fr
laser excitation.
e or copyright; see http://apl.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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